
 
 

 

 

STACK INFRASTRUCTURE Expands Leadership Team with the  

Appointment of Mike Casey as Chief Data Center Officer  

 

DENVER, CO – APRIL 30, 2019 – STACK INFRASTRUCTURE (“STACK” or the “Company”), 

the data center company built from the ground up to address the technology infrastructure needs 

of rapidly scaling enterprises and hyperscale businesses, today announced the appointment of 

Mike Casey as Chief Data Center Officer. Mr. Casey will lead the engineering, construction, 

commissioning, and operations of STACK’s data center portfolio. 

 

The newest addition to the STACK leadership team, Mr. Casey brings a proven track record of 

delivering customized data center solutions and achieving high client satisfaction through 

operational excellence. Prior to STACK, Mr. Casey held senior leadership roles with T5 Data 

Centers including Chief Operating Officer and President of T5 Facilities Management. Earlier in 

his career, he was a Vice President in Jones Lang LaSalle’s Project and Development Services 

group and a member of The Staubach Company’s National Contact and Data Center Practice. In 

2017, Mr. Casey received The Uptime Institute’s Leadership Award as Operations Pacesetter. 

 

“Mike’s seasoned insight into data center development and operational excellence matches 

perfectly with our strategy for STACK, which is to align our offering with our clients’ growth 

trajectories, so that we are always able to provide the solutions they need in the places where 

they want to be,” said Brian Cox, Chief Executive Officer of STACK. “His hands-on approach and 

experience as a trusted advisor to clients further position us as a partner of choice for hyperscale 

and enterprise users as they consider their requirements now and in the future.” 

 

"I am excited to join STACK at this remarkable time of expansion and unlimited opportunity,” Mike 

Casey added. “The STACK team has established itself as a true partner to clients on the basis of 

its willingness to bring creative solutions to the table and track record of delivering on its promises. 

I look forward to building upon this solid foundation to support our clients’ rapidly evolving 

technology infrastructure needs.”  



 

 

STACK is committed to being the data center industry leader in building and delivering flexible 

critical infrastructure solutions that meet and support the complex requirements of enterprise and 

hyperscale deployments. The Company’s offering includes hyperscale campuses and build-to-

suit data centers (“HYPER STACK™”), immediately available wholesale colocation and private 

data suites (“READY STACK™”), and powered shell options (“POWER STACK™”). 

 

For more information about STACK, please visit: www.stackinfra.com. 
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About STACK INFRASTRUCTURE 

STACK is a leading data center company built from the ground up to address the full stack of its 

clients’ critical infrastructure needs, today and into the future. The Company delivers a 

comprehensive suite of wholesale colocation, build-to-suit, and powered shell solutions in six 

markets today: Atlanta, Georgia; Chicago, Illinois; Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas; Northern Virginia; 

Portland, Oregon; and Silicon Valley, California. With unparalleled existing and flexible expansion 

capacity in the leading availability zones, STACK provides the scale and geographic reach that 

rapidly growing enterprises and hyperscale companies need. For more information, please visit 

www.stackinfra.com  
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